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Putting Life into your Landscape” Autumn 2016 

A Time for Reflection 

 
Increasingly people are reaching for the ‘Send’ button on social media and in my opinion not engaging brain first.  

 

As craftsmen and women we always need to strive for improvement of our craft but should perhaps stand back and reflect:- 

 We all started out as novices at some point 

 We are all capable of always learning more 

 

I appreciate that it is a hard world and not getting any easier following the Brexit decision, so there is a lot of pressure, but whilst 

identifying short falls of a competitor and analysing every cut to the nth degree may be of use within our small community, long 

term I believe it will do all of us harm if we are seen as an industry of anti-social highly opinionated individuals. So let us support 

each other to bring up quality in a supportive way for the long term good of the coppice and allied industries.  

 

It is the imported charcoal, hurdle, spar that is the enemy, the mechanical hedge flail is the enemy (all be it better than a hedge 

being grubbed out and fenced), not  people who are doing a lot or a bit; we need more people doing some.  

 

Will now put pen down and sharpen some tools as an aid to improving quality.  

 

Yours in Greenwoodwork 

 

Peter Jameson.  

 

Subscriptions 

 
A reminder that subscriptions for HCCG were due on 1st October. Please contact Toni Brannon to renew. Price remains at £10 a 

year, which is very good value for 4 members meetings a year, affiliation to the National Coppice Federation, which can include 

a reduced rate for insurance, and access to the Teller, the Cleft Stick (NCFed) and other newsletters, a web-site which gives  

contact details for those selling and a face book page.  

 

Please be kind to Toni and don’t give her too much work chasing people up. She does a very good job for us, so be nice. :)  

 

On the down side, if you don’t pay by early next year you will no longer get the Teller and if you are on the Members Product  

and Services web site page, we will have to delete your details.  

 

 

Asian Hornet 

 
Two Asian Hornets have been seen in the UK. Steps have been taken to find any further ones in the area, and to destroy all of 

them including any nest if found.  

 

Asian Hornets are slightly smaller than the European Hornet and will wait at the entrance to bee hives, kill the returning bees and 

steal the honey. They are a great risk to bee colonies both domestic and wild including bumble bees, that are already having a 

hard time.  

 

As woodland workers, we are in a good position to see any that are around as they are often found in woodland or hedges. They 

build a nest on a branch, rather than the European Hornet that is usually found in a hollow tree.  

 

Any sightings must be reported to alertnonnative@ceh.ac.uk More details can be found at http://fera.co.uk/news/

showNews.cfm?id=795  

mailto:alertnonnative@ceh.ac.uk
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The Late Larry Skeets 

 
Larry was not an HCCG member but was well known to HCCG members who do the show circuit. Sadly he passed away in July 

aged 80 years old, following a long fight with cancer.  

 

Larry spent his early working life as a shepherd, firstly at Bremar and then at Crichlel in the days when sheep were folded using 

hurdles not electric fences.  

 

A demonstration of how the hurdles were put up was  

recorded as part of the HCCG Living History Project. My 

recollection of that day is Larry was suddenly young when 

he picked up a hurdle bar. 

 

Larry was no stranger to the camera lens as he was a  

featured sheep expert for the series of TV programmes 

’Out of Town’ by Jack Hargreaves in the 1970s.  

 

Following the decline in sheep rearing in the UK, Larry 

landed a second career as a Publican, first the Stag at  

Lydlinch and than his own pub, The Trooper at Stourton 

Caundle where he turned the skittle alley into an  

agricultural museum. Surplus stock and other extras  

endured into an annual auction under the style of Caundle 

Auctions.    

 

Larry and his wife Sue and son travelled the South putting on an agricultural version of  ’Call my Bluff’ as a charity fundraiser 

including a performance at a Dorset Coppice Group meeting.  

 

If ever there was a funeral I would have expected ’The Lord is My Shepherd’ to be sung  at, it would be this one, but no, the  

closing hymn ‘One More Step Along the World I Go’, so Larry was full of surprises right to the end.  

 

Thank you for imparting your knowledge of how hurdles were used for sheep and what it was like to use a shepherds hut in  

anger.  

 

See his book ‘A Shepherds Delight’ by Dovecote Press of Stanbridge. 

 

The picture shows Larry and Sue at Stock Gaylard Oak Fair in 2015. 

 

Peter Jameson 

 Management Committee 

 

Peter Lane, Member 01425 654413 (Chairman) 

Toni Brannon, Assoc 02392 580988 (Secretary and 

Membership) 

Steve Reed, Assoc (Treasurer) 

John Westcott, Member 02392 596720 (Vice Chairman) 
Christine Westcott, Member 02392 596720 

(The Teller co-editor) 

Peter Jameson, Member 01202 603202  

Phil Clayton  Member 

Kester Westcott  Member 

Chris Sparkes Member 

Adam Hurran Member 
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A Bit More Charcoal.. And other things at the APF Show 

 
We went to the APF forestry show in September, which was interesting if somewhat tiring. Apart from all the big boys toys, most 

of which we didn’t bother going to see, we visited the NCFed tent where we had a chat to Rebecca Oaks, retiring Chair of the 

Federation, and Richard Thomason, representing Small Woods that day.  

 

The charcoal bit came from Carbon Compost who were exhibiting the Exeter kiln and the smaller Hookway retort kiln. We had 

seen Alan Waters Exeter kiln a couple of years ago at Charfest, and while it has a lot of advantages over a ring kiln, there were a 

few issues as well. It will produce about the same amount as a 6’ ring kiln, but using less wood, which also can be left in long 

lengths which reduces the amount of work both in cutting and loading. The resultant charcoal is larger lumps and is far easier to 

rake out of the kiln than digging out a ring kiln, and most of the gases given off are burnt so it is less polluting. It doesn’t need to 

be left for 48 hours to be sure it is out, so loading to raking out is 24 hours. 

 

The issues with Alan’s kiln, which was the first production one, is that the 

doors have buckled, the baffles need changing fairly frequently at  

reasonably high cost, and that the kiln needs to be watched constantly,  

particularly at the end of the burn to prevent overheating.  

 

I was very pleased to find that the makers had addressed all of these issues. 

They have strengthened the supports for the firebox and changed the baffles 

to stainless steel so they should last for many more burns. The doors have 

been redesigned to make a complete ring on one end with welded lugs for 

securing it to give strength. We did not see it, but they were experimenting 

at the show with a controller to adjust the flaps to control the temperature, 

which would mean far less supervision and less risk of accidental  

overheating.  We understand that the experiment at the APF of the  

controller was partially successful, but it requires a bit more development 

before it is in production. 

 

We had also seen the Hookway kiln at Charfest when it was in the development stage. It will produce 25-30kg of charcoal, but 

again the wood doesn’t have to be cut down as for a good ring kiln firing and the burn is quite short with again a 24 hour  

turnround. It is very simple consisting of a central tube where the initial fire is lit with a hole near the bottom for the wood gas to  

enter the burning chamber. We saw it at the Bodger’s Ball and it went well then, the only drawback being that is sounded a bit 

like a rocket at the ignition stage. It wasn’t possible to hear it at the APF as there were so many other noises from other  

machinery. The advantage with this kiln is that it is portable on a pick up or ordinary trailer and is a lot cheaper than the Exeter 

kiln.  

 

Grown in Britain was in a corner of the ConFor tent and we spoke to them about registering our wood. They are developing a 

system in conjunction with the NCFed for coppice, but this is still in the discussion stage.  

 

We went on Thursday when the weather started foggy and turned brighter but stayed warm and dry. Rather hot, but at least we 

didn’t have the thunderstorms threatened for later.  

 

Stock Gaylard Oak Fair– A Personal Reflexion 

 
Due to a change of date of Dorset Steam Fair, the Oak Fair was effectively  head to head with the Steam Fair and I think Mr.  

Andrew Langmead should be congratulated for persevering with his thought that the bulk of the audience is different for the two 

shows. The clash did cause problems for some exhibitors, and some visitors from the New Forest direction saw bits of Dorset 

they never knew existed, having planned a route to skirt Blandford by a good margin.  

 

The show was its usual layout but bigger. Saturday’s weather I would describe as three seasons in one day including a 3/4hour 

thunderstorm directly overhead (the rainy season) followed by enough sun to make you steam. During the rainstorm, as well as 

the HCCG members exhibiting, we had Darren Hammerton, Ken Galton and friend sheltering under umbrellas, so 10% of the 

membership.  

 

The horse logging was particularly good this year and Martin Richards coffin plank saw was in fine fettle. 

 

Manuel Hinge had a press pass and was filming, so we may see some footage. I am not sure what it says about HCCG members 

that our favourite cameraman specialises in wildlife.  

 

Peter Jameson 
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Members Meeting 27th July 

 
We had a members meeting in Oxenbourne Village Hall on 27th July, which was reasonably well attended.  

 

Georgie Barnard of the Forestry Commission spoke to us about the current grant system, the Higher Level Countryside Steward-

ship Scheme (CS). This is available either to woodland owners or tenants who have an agreement to work the land for a minimum 

of 5 years.  

 

Of course if Britain leaves the EU, we do not know what the situation will be, as most of the money comes from there, but the FC 

were hoping to have an agreement with the government about at least the medium term situation within a few weeks, which has 

subsequently been agreed. All existing contracts will be honoured until 2020, but after that there is no current agreement.  

 

Also of interest was a bicycle built of hazel brought along by Nick Coates website http://www.beamz.org.uk/  Discussing it with 

him, he told me that the frame, although it looks chunky, is nearly all hollow, which makes it a lot lighter than it looks. I  was able 

to lift it with one hand, so a lot lighter than older metal framed bikes. Some of the metal parts are cast from reused metal, so it is a 

very sustainable build.  

 

Thanks to Chris Sparkes for booking the hall, and arranging tea, coffee and cake.  

 

 

 

Hampshire Coppice Craftsmen’s Group at… 

 

The South Downs Show 

 
Several members of HCCG were at the South Downs Show over the weekend of the 20th-21st August. Some of you may have 

noticed that it was more than a little breezy on 20th, but all of us managed to survive, while other less experienced people were 

losing their gazebos and tents all around us. No  

complacency though; perhaps we have more experience of the 

great outdoors than some.  

 

All of us put on a good display. Jim Steeles chairs were beauti-

ful, with a rocking chair with a burr elm seat particularly  

catching my eye. I sat in it and it was very comfortable too. 

Dave Lister was making trugs, Adam Hurran was laying a 

slightly dead looking hedge where the wind had wilted all the 

leaves, and on Saturday Chris Westcott was demonstrating 

spoon and spatula making. On Sunday, Kester Westcott got his 

pole lathe out as well, but couldn’t risk it on the Saturday as it 

was too wet and windy, and if the bed gets wet it seizes up so 

the points can’t be moved.  

 

 

The layout of the Show was rather better this year as the Wood Fair wasn’t 

separate, and the food stands were the opposite end from the entrance, so 

people went through the show to get to them, rather than all staying up near 

the entrance.  The organiser, Terena Plowright, asked for comments last 

year, and acted upon them with layout and other concerns we expressed, 

which was helpful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, a rather tiring weekend, but a good show. Unfortunately for us, 

the reptile stand just over the way from us was playing the theme from 

‘Jurassic Park’ all weekend, which, while I like it, became a bit trying  

after a while, and now I can’t get it out of my head!  

 

 

http://www.beamz.org.uk/
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At Zions Hill Community Wood Fair 

 
A number of us went to Zions Hill Community Wood Fair in Chandlers Ford. The weather forecast wasn’t too good, but we were 

lucky and it stayed dry until an hour before the end when the rains came, the floods rose and it became rather difficult. You 

wouldn’t believe how metal tent pegs can disappear suddenly when the leaf mould rises on the flood waters.  

 

Most of our members were in the Coppice Zone, which is along a track. The available size for each stand is rather limited there, 

and there were a few hurried re-arrangements, but overall, it looked good. We were in the Oak Zone where we have been before, 

which is a clearing in an oak and holly wood. We come under carving as I am down as a spoon carver, so we expect to have  

various carvers around us, but this year they were a bit thin on the ground. After the South Downs show, we thought one group 

may have decided to hibernate, but the soap carvers probably took one look at the weather forecast and decided not to bother. 

They usually spread a plastic sheet on the ground to catch the soap that children have a go at carving and one year when it rained 

it turned into a skating rink, so they probably didn’t want a repetition.  

 

Overall it was a good day. People were interested in what we were doing and we were able to explain how a log can be turned 

into a spoon with only a few hand tools. HCCG made a good showing and certainly did fine work educating people about coppice 

crafts.  

At Arlesford Show 

 
Several members attended this show demonstrating mini hurdles, blacksmithing, pencils, candles and bush craft, and the wooden 

bicycle made another appearance. It was a very good day with lots of interest, but like Zions Hill, as it was the same day, it was 

fine until about 3 p.m. when the heavens opened and the show got drowned out.  

 

Chris Sparkes 

 

 

 

The Arlesford Countryside  Show 

 
Two of our members went to the Arlesford Countryside Show, which is also known as the Game 

Fair. Dave Lister had a lot of interest in his trugs, and the Westcott’s spent time demonstrating 

pole lathe turning and spoon carving. We had good weather, although Emily Westcott did find 

the sun in her eyes a bit trying at first and had to borrow Kester’s famous brimmed leather hat, 

but the sun soon went round. Unfortunately Dave was under the hedge, so didn’t get much sun.  

 

It is nice to go to a show where at least some of the public  

understand what we are doing and are country people. Some 

shows where the public are mainly from towns are rather hard 

work, but this one is always interesting.  
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Book Review 
 

The Green Wood Companion  Barry Mays 

 

Eco-logic Books  ISBN 978 1899233236 

 

Barry Mays has been studying green wood craft for 15 years, and over this time has amassed a wealth of information. He  

describes this book as ‘bringing together all these useful nuggets of information in a single publication’. He also admits that 

‘Somewhere along the line I got carried away a bit.’ 

 

Reading the book, I would suggest that both these quotations are very apt. The first 5 chapters are fairly standard, and at first I 

wondered if he had anything to add to the ‘normal’ book on wood and trees. Chapter 6, which describes the properties of wood by 

species is less usual. 

 

It is at Chapter 9 that the book starts to get intensive, less of a read and more of a reference book. Traditional common uses of 

wood by species and application, tool finder, and tool suppliers are mainly in tabular form, which makes for easy reference. There 

is then some information on sharpening. A very short chapter on the axe and knife is definitely for beginners. 

 

I am not sure whether including some of the later chapters which involve the folklore and more spiritual part of green wood  

working is particularly relevant to what is in effect a text book to be dipped into as the need arises, and perhaps foraging, dyeing 

and liqueurs should be the subject of another book and covered in more depth. The etymology of wood-related sayings, while 

interesting, doesn’t really add to this book either. 

 

The later chapters covering woodland associations, acronyms and terms used in the industry will be useful, but as the author 

states in the introduction, terms vary across the country, so an item may be called many different things, and certainly I know 

different names for things like binders for the tops of hedges that are not included. Perhaps because of the period over which the 

material was collected, the National Coppice Federation is not included, and while Coppice Association North West is mentioned, 

there is nothing about the long established Coppice Groups along the south coast. 

 

I would regard this as a reference book, probably of more use to the beginner than the experienced woodsman, but nevertheless an 

interesting and informative book, nicely produced and well illustrated. 

At Wood is Good event at Butser Ancient Farm 

 
Several members of HCCG went to Butser Ancient Farm for a Wood is Good event. The weather was good, being dry, mainly 

sunny, and not too windy, but unfortunately we didn’t have too many people coming for the show. It gave us a chance to chat and 

to network with other craftspeople using the site however.  

 

 

Darren Hammerton is working on a Saxon woodwrights workshop and he and a 

couple of other members were working on that as well as the rest of us showing 

various coppice crafts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Apologies to Dave Lister for not showing his stand, but the photo came 

out blurred.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


